Pre K 1’s Nature Walk

The children were eager and excited to take a Fall Nature Walk around campus. Along the way we stopped to observe the seasonal changes. We used our sense of sight and hearing to listen to the sounds of the wind blowing, birds chirping, and leaves falling.

Some of the children suggested that we go visit the pond by the library to visit the fish. On our way, we discovered various colored mums; yellow, light orange, dark orange, and pink. Tegan and Hailey stated “we have these in our classroom (pointing to the yellow mums).” Next, we walked over to the pond and gathered some colored leaves to watch them float. Then, we posed for a Pre K 1 group picture in front of the pond. Finally, we walked back towards the quad and noticed different colored leaves on the ground. We collected leaves to bring back to our science table.
Orange Mums

Angelina and Sophia pointed to all the mums and said “look at all the colors, its like a beautiful rainbow of flowers.”
Pre K 1 noticed the Lilly pads, the orange fish, and the green plants growing in the water. Sean and Timothy pointed to the fish and noticed how close they were swimming to us. Dylan also noticed how the water was moving (swaying back and forth.)
Collecting leaves for our science center...